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What are your hopes?
What are your fears?
Adults on the spectrum inform our understanding
Learn from adults on the spectrum:

They’re not like my kid!
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KmDGvquzn2k
More alike than not
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4iVektXsNRI
The right to be accepted \textit{AS IS}
Give social data
Exposure is important
How do you know it is a true choice?
Behavior
Over-policing of our young people
Holding them to a higher standard
What’s the real issue?
Bad Behavior is Poor Self-Advocacy
– Jim Sinclair
What TO DO
Teach Self-Advocacy
Teach Self-Accommodation
Tell children’s their perceptions and judgments are important: 

Even the cat knows when someone’s mad at it
Teach them to deal with difficult people – you will not like everyone and everyone will not like you.
Respect Their Public Image
Teach them to put a name to things that are wrong
They are the experts on themselves
Normalizing their Behavior: It isn’t always because they’re autistic
Real Skills: The value of Lying, Sneaking and Calling in Sick
The Civil Right to Fail
Education not Restriction
Right to Sexuality